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Business Secrets From The Bible
It was in the year of 1976 that the Lord sovereignly and miraculously spoke to me to begin studying
and publishing Biblical teachings to be shared with a world-wide audience. For the encouragement of
the readership, let me recount this event that began with the first teaching the Lord gave me. As I was
sitting at my desk in the pastor's study of the church taking care of administrative duties, suddenly
and unexpectedly, the Lord spoke clearly, not audibly but rather in my spirit, to "clear the desk, get
out a blank sheet of paper and pen because I want to teach you." The only things I had on my desk
were a picture of my wife and sons, praying hands with thorns, and a calendar. It was such a
shocking experience, that I really didn't know what he meant by "clearing the desk." So at first I just
moved them around on the desk. Then I heard the Lord say, "I didn't say move them around, I said
clear the desk!" So, I took these three items from my desk and moved them to my book shelf. In
obedience to Him, I got out a blank piece of paper and a pen and just sat still at my desk, not knowing
what to do next. Then the Lord began to teach me the following specific truths about His Word, the
Scripture as recorded in the Holy Bible: 1. There is a thread that runs through the Bible from Genesis
to Revelation on any given subject that contains the whole counsel of God. 2. When researching any
subject, read and record every Scripture passage pertaining to that topic. 3. For every word in
Scripture there is a balanced word, i.e. faith and works, heaven and hell, angels and demons, etc. 4.
My Word is perfectly balanced. 5. Do not teach anything before you have the balance to that subject.
6. Record the entire Scripture passages and references on each subject. 7. Print out My Word directly
from the Bible passages. 8. The best commentary on the Bible is the Bible. 9. Do not make this a
commentary of your teachings but rather of My Word. 10. The Holy Spirit is the primary Teacher. 11.
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Only use Hebrew and Greek definitions of words to clarify word meanings. 12. The Bible does not
contradict itself, so keep reading until the answer is found. 13. My Word is the "plumb-line" of Truth.
14. On either side of the "plumb-line" of Truth there are two ditches: Legalism and License. 15. The
Truth sets you free and you are free indeed. What began as one teaching has developed into hundreds
of teachings. It is to these principles and directives that I have adhered and have recorded the
teachings He has revealed to me over the past 40 years.
Have you ever thought your business was meant to be much more than just a means to make money?
Biblical businesses are God's first choice as the means to bless mankind, build character, and develop
faith. They hold the solution for much of what ails our economy and our culture. Join Dave Kahle as
he explores what the Bible has to say about businesses and your role in leading a kingdom oriented
business. You'll uncover Biblical truths that you may have never seen before. Your views on business
will never be the same. Find your place in the movement and unlock the full potential of your
business.
I intend to leave this book my to children and grandchildren. I hope it is received in the same spirit
that I give it. I love every one of them with all my heart. They are all precious individuals, and I am
very proud of each one. May God bless them. Times have changed. I miss the 1940's when things
were simple. Today kids are smarter than we were. They are on strange electronic games that I do not
understand. I suspect they are addictive and perhaps even harmful, depending on content. The
temptations today are many times more problematic than when I grew up. These young people are
high-tech, intelligent, and far ahead of me at their age. They are all very smart and are, or will be,
well educated. They show signs of becoming very successful in this world. However, my concerns are
related to the spiritual side of life and reality. What about life hereafter? Have I prepared them for the
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next life? I fear I have failed in that regard and I write in order to leave them something about God's
word that may take up the slack in things where I have failed. I want to be sure that my kids and
grandkids become believing, studious Christians as adults. If there is an afterlife, and I believe there
is, it must be of great importance for all so, get ready, I believe we will all have an afterlife. We, in
America, are fortunate in that we have freedom of religion and there are churches on every corner
teaching the basic principles of our Lord and Savior. My Dad raised me on the bible and
denominational doctrine because that's what he knew. He gave me a good start but I have discovered
that there is much more to learn than denominational tradition. I believe an open mind is absolutely
necessary and denominational training is a closed down system loyal to only one view. I want my
children to study God's word. Unfortunately, many churches and church people do not study, but
accept a particular traditional doctrine that has been handed down to them. I am now in my late
seventies. I am not an academic and hold no degrees in theology. One might say I have a degree in
hard knocks, experience, big mistakes, and corrections. I hope that my years of study and faith are
enough. After years of doubting, study, research, and prayer I have come to believe that the bible is
the most valuable word of wisdom on earth, The Most Treasured of All books on the planet. Very
intelligent men and women have tried to disprove the bible but the more they attack, the better the old
book looks. It is still the world's best seller. I believe we can base our whole life in this world and the
life hereafter on the bible. I intend to convince my children and grandchildren of that, and I pray they
read what I have left them.
Find success in finance, friendships, , and spirituality with the advice of a well-known expert It's safe
to say that nearly everyone is seeking a happier, more successful life. So then why do so few attain it?
Business Secrets from the Bible proposes a new way to view and approach success—one based upon
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key concepts from the Bible that are actually surprisingly simple. Written especially for those seeking
success in the realms of money, relationships, and spirituality, this book encourages readers to realize
their common mistakes, come to terms with them, and turn those mistakes into future triumphs. Filled
with concrete advice for improved finances, spirituality, and connection, this resource takes a
practical approach and aims to change not just the minds, but the actions of readers with a selfevident and persuasive pathway. Drawing on his wisdom and knowledge of the Bible, the author
reveals the clear link between making money and spirituality, and urges readers to focus on selfdiscipline, integrity, and character strength in order to achieve personal prosperity. Special emphasis
is given to establishing positive attitudes toward making money and adopting effective Biblicallybased strategies. Demonstrates how earnings and profits are God's reward for forming relationships
with others and serving them Stresses the importance of service, sharing, change, leadership, and
creating boundaries and structures Encourages readers to focus on other people's desires and teaches
why and how to make connections with many people Suggests ways for readers to transform
themselves and continue toward success even in the face of fear and uncertainty Attaining wealth and
well-being is no longer a mystery. Let this book identify and correct the errors that are keeping you
from fulfillment and happiness.
Anointed for the Market Place
The Spiritual Secrets of Attracting Prosperity and Abundance
Revealing Erroneous Embedded Doctrines in Conventional Theism
Everything You Need to Know to Get to Heaven
A Mystic Pagan Guide
13 Profound Principles That Will Change Your Life
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A Simple Plan for Understanding the Bible

The Money Bible - The Spiritual Secrets of Attracting
Prosperity and Abundance is a compilation of 10 books that
were originally published between 1903 and 1949. A treasure
trove of over 600 pages on the laws, principles and science
of prosperity.
Business Secrets from the BibleSpiritual Success Strategies
for Financial AbundanceJohn Wiley & Sons
Understanding how the human mind works is vital to a
successful business, since being able to predict how and why
people behave the way they do will fuel your sales,
marketing, operations, and finances, and will help you
understand your own mindset as a business owner as well as
the thoughts of your customers and employees. As you're
reading these chapters, every once in a while, think about
how a neuroscientist might possibly approach your business.
But if you forget this section completely and focus just on
the business tools without even thinking about the
neuroscience behind them, you'll still get valuable lessons
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that will fuel your business. I designed these tools in such
a way that, whether you understand how they work or not,
they will still get you the results. Arman Sadeghi's
background is in neuroscience with a degree in molecular and
cell biology and neurobiology, and he enjoys the way
neuroscience is involved in just about every aspect of life,
especially in business.
On the road to becoming a successful entrepreneur, Bob
Diener confronted a lot of tough issues: how to treat
employees, how to please customers, whether or not to cut
corners, whether to follow the temptation of an unsavory
deal… Although he had no formal business training, Bob found
solutions to all these issues and reached the top using a
simple strategy that is available to anyone. His secret?
Careful study of “the best guidebook to running a successful
business ever written”: the Bible. Difficult dilemmas become
easy when viewed from the biblical perspective. “Our work is
meaningless unless to do good,” counsels the Book of
Ecclesiastes. Companies that abide by the Bible's rules of
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business tend to be the ones that prosper long term.
Companies that cheat their workers and partners, defraud
their customers, and operate unethically don't stay in
business very long.You too can become a successful
entrepreneur by following the tips, strategies, and biblical
principles outlined in this exploration of best practices
for market research, labor management, business
negotiations, risk mitigation, watching the bottom line,
and, perhaps most important of all, leaving a lasting
legacy.Bob Diener and his partner David Litman created the
company that became hotels.com, which pioneered hotel
distribution online. When Bob and his partner took the
company public in 2000, the stock price soared from $16 to
$90 in one of the most successful IPOs ever. Having gone on
to cofound getaroom.com, Bob is a familiar presence on
national media outlets, offering his sage advice on the
travel industry.
The Bible Wealthiest Men and Their Secrets
As Unto Honor
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Newly Updated Edition
52 Lessons on Success Straight from the Bible
Precious Medicine
The Good Book on Business
"A gathering of all the Bible's references to money, including verses on spending, saving,
earning, tithing, lending, wealth, and poverty. Also provides very brief context and
commentary"-Are you stuck in the vicious cycle of paying bills, drowning in debt, and not being able to
get ahead? As a believer, have you been wondering how to build wealth? Are you
searching for God's way to achieve financial independence? As a pastor for both small
and large churches, Jonathan Geraci has discovered that many believers' struggles come
down to how they relate to money. In this book you will discover a Biblical holistic view on
wealth that may surprise you. You will learn how modern financial advisors and the
ancient words of scripture agree. These simple and engaging strategies will teach you
Biblical habits for building wealth. In this book you will discover - how to apply the fruits of
the Spirit into your financial life. - learn the emotional and spiritual consequences of debt
and how to escape! - 5 money myths that many Christians fall into. - 4 secrets from the
Bible for building wealth. - discover how to practice "outrageous" generosity. You can turn
around your financial life by learning financial habits that are found in scripture. What's
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stopping you from applying the Bible to every aspect of your life -- including your
finances?
Make Easy Money Panhandling! This book is all you need, to earn up to $300 a day! The
Panhandlers' Bible is like "Begging For Dummies," easy to read, full of useful techniques
and tools, and written to help you make big money FAST! Learn how to get people to
open their wallets for you. Find the best locations, the best type of signs to fly, and
discover what groups of people are likely to give you the most. It's all here. This book is
the result of decades of research, and hundreds of interviews with panhandlers across the
country. Learn what works for them, and how to make panhandling work for you. Many
people just like you, struggling to get by in a world without jobs, have discovered the
secret to making a good living, by panhandling like a pro. You have heard the rumors, on
the street and in the media, about panhandlers making over $100,000 a year. Inside the
pages of this book are the secrets of the richest beggars in the country. Find out exactly
how they do it, and how you can do it too.
Let me begin by saying that our Christian experience must be translated from the four
walls of the church and into our day to day lifestyle. It is in the heartbeat of our calling that
we should translate the love of God as we pick it up from church and take it to our
workplaces. My mandate through this book is to strategically position you into a place of
influence in your nation of calling within the marketplace. For a long time the marketplace
has remained the reserve of the children of this world. 'The children of this world are in
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their generation wiser than the children of light' (Luke 16:8). By failing to take our position
of dominion in the marketplace, we have put our God to shame. The name of God has
been profaned by many people in this world. Have you realized that anytime you mention
that you are born again in your workplace, you encounter ridicule, rejection and even
persecution? People have continued to shamelessly talk foul things concerning
Christianity and this has to stop. God is saying that He is ready to sanctify His great name
that has been profaned. God wants to do this through you. God desires that you prosper in
all that you do within the marketplace, and this you must remember is for His purposes.
He is not doing it for you to be proud. God is doing it "that they may see and know, and
understand together, that the hand of the LORD has done this, and the Holy One of Israel
has created it" (Isaiah 41:20). God wants to introduce and establish His Kingdom in the
marketplace through you. He will show Himself strong on your behalf for His purposes to
be fulfilled in the earth. To many Christians, there has been and there remains to be a
great misconception on the perception towards serving God. We see service in the full
time ministry position as the only way to serve God. In everything we do, it is important to
understand that it is because of the purposes of God that we were created. God is a wise
investor and the gifting He invested in you is for the expansion of His Kingdom. God wants
to show Himself strong through you. The Kingdom of God is within you and as such, you
are supposed to carry it into your marketplaces. It has to manifest through you at your
place of work, business and even in your relationships. You should remember that He
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chose you. You did not choose Him. To quite a number of Christians, business is secular
work, whereas serving God in church is the only way to ascribe to ministry. This tendency
is so prevalent in the church that many well meaning Christians do their business or work
in offices without connecting it to ministry. That is why many Christians have this 'holier
than thou' attitude when in church doing the things of God but when they get to their work
stations they exhibit lucre luster performances, oblivious of the fact that we are
commanded to work as unto God. Many Christians may be concerned with church work
and even support it financially, but fail to see the connection between service at their work
place and their Christian life. Some even think that if you really are serious about ministry,
you ought to quit your job or give up your business in order to pursue a role in full time
ministry. The object matter of this book is to bring every believer to the realization that we
all were created for a purpose and that the faster we realize this and take up our positions
the better. As Christians we are cut out and mandated to fulfill a specific assignment for
God here on earth. Our mission is to honour God in our service by extending His will to all
our activities.
How to Run Your Business by THE BOOK
A 10-Step Revolutionary Guide to Conquering Your Business
How to Run Your Business by The Book
(6x9 Lined) Blank Journal Notebook Organizer Planner for BUSINESS SECRETS from
the BIBLE
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Wisdom from Proverbs
Biblical Principles for True Success in Business and Life
Wealth Building Secrets from the Bible
Spiritual seekers, shamanic journeyers, and those with an interest in cross-cultural
mythology will find Rudolph's work invaluable as readers look back in order to look
forward. The Bible as we know it today is actually a mishmash of translations, from ancient
Hebrew into Greek and Latin and, from there, into English and a host of other languages.
What began as oral lore became written verse, which in turn became holy text. Much has
been lost over the course of these translations-sometimes unintentionally, sometimes
deliberately by religious authorities pursuing their own agendas. The earliest earth-based
spiritual teachings found in the Bible were actually driven underground, their messages
hidden and virtually inaccessible. The word pagan merely means countryside and it was
used to identify people who lived close to the Earth, followed the seasons, looked to the
stars, and learned from the cycles of life that surrounded them. These were the people of
ancient times who transmitted the original oral lessons that were later codified within the
Bible. 21 Secrets takes readers on a shamanic quest to discover these long-forgotten oral
teachings of some of the world's most influential tales and journeys. Through cross-cultural
shamanic eyes there are numerous surprising revelations including Eve as the hero of the
Garden of Eden, and the serpent as the agent of creation here on Earth.
Success Principles in the Bible? YES! The Bible is full of them - especially in the book of
Proverbs. This class book is both a study of key topics in Proverbs and a "how to" manual of
success in life as a godly young person. How to live a godly life in a wicked world How to
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make good decisions How to develop a successful career How to choose the right spouse
How to raise godly kids How to become a person of influence How to draw close to God
Designed for classroom or individual study, the 13 lessons in this book will get you off to a
good start in life. Listen up... "so you will find favor and good success in the sight of God
and man" (Proverbs 3:4). "It has been well said that our culture doesn't need to find the
fountain of youth, but instead should search for the fountain of smart. In Proverbs we have
that fountain, a fountain of God-given wisdom. However, Proverbs is a huge book with so
many proverbs on so many subjects that it can be hard to study. This workbook will help
you. Mike Wilson has arranged 13 lessons that collect proverbs on topics from money to
family life to words to avoid and unworthy woman. Excellent application questions help the
student make the wisdom of God part of his or her daily life. Read and use this book and
you will know and live Proverbs!" Mark Roberts Mike Wilson is an evangelist with the
Church of Christ in Santa Clara, California, in the heart of the Silicon Valley. He has
written four previous books - Evangelism Toolbox; Christians and Cancer: a Journey of
Hope; Faith in Action: Studies in James; and Your First Steps: Beginning Your Walk with
Jesus.
You can have a profitable business based upon Biblical principles, without sacrificing
integrity, honesty, or profitability. There are certain principles that when applied work
universally to prosper a business. These principles were put in to place by God for His
creation to use. God designed this world to best operate under His laws. When we follow
His laws things tend to go well. When we break His laws we get broken. Most secular
business books and self-help books fall short because they extol the strengths of men and
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do not go far enough in giving the glory to God. Some have even taken God's principles and
taught them as if they were their own or have given credit to some unnamed higher power.
God laws are for the seen and the unseen or what we call the physical and the spiritual.
Even non-Christians experience blessings when they apply God's principles in both the
physical and spiritual realm. The sad part is they don't give Him glory when things go well.
(But when things go bad you often hear them taking His name in vain.) We want to
encourage Christian Business Owners to boldly give credit to our God who put these laws
into place, who created us with the amazing abilities and capabilities of our mind, soul, and
body and who gives us the very breath we breathe to live and prosper. One amazing thing
about our God is His great mercy. Even when the world does not give Him the glory He
deserves, He still blesses them. Jesus said that the Father sends His rain on the just and on
the unjust. And Paul the Apostle tells us that it is the kindness of God that leads men to
repentance. Our goal as Christian Business Owners is to first and foremost glorify God in
our life and business. We choose to acknowledge Him in all our ways.
Unlocking & Activating Your God Given Potential: Through this book you can discover,
unlock and activate your true potential. Most importantly you can discover the source of
your God-given potential and how to handle it wisely. Potential is dormant ability, reserved
power, untapped strength, unused success, hidden talents and capped capability. Potential
is all you can be but have not yet become; all you can do but have not yet done; how far you
can reach but have not yet reached; what you can accomplish but have not yet
accomplished; Potential is unexposed ability and latent power waiting activation by God
through your partnership with Him.
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Secrets of the Super Rich - 7 Proven Keys Necessary to Make Money, Get Rich, Succeed,
and Achieve Anything
The Believer's Guide to Home Buying
A Daily Devotional
21 Secrets of the Bible
Life in the Overflow
Biblical Secrets to Business Success
Powerful Principles to Transform Your Career and Business

Everything you need to know to achieve unlimited success Many have walked
the path to riches and great success. They've not only achieved their financial
goals and are living the good life, but they have unlocked the formula to
massive success in any field, and are living in unimaginable abundance--free
from the shackles of a normal life. However, like most people, you might be
struggling just to get the right directions and have no clue where to start. Not
to worry; help is on the way.The revolutionary new book, Billionaires Bible:
Secrets of the Super Rich will be your handbook, and will guide you to
abundance and massive success.As author D. Dunlap explains, success doesn't
depend on get rich quick schemes. On the contrary, success comes from
building a solid motivational foundation. Drawing upon the latest science and
the inspirational stories of successful people in many different fields, Dunlap
breaks down the lessons of the past into seven fundamental ways to develop
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successful habits. This isn't limited to making money. You can use the tips
Billionaires Bible provides to achieve any goal that's important to you. Along
the way, you'll learn: How thinking like a child can help you succeed as an
adult Why you should value failure About the power of gratitude The long-term
effects of a positive mindset The relationship between hunger for knowledge
and the path to riches How visualizing success can be your key to obtaining it
Why it is imperative to have a 'sense of purpose' for accruing great wealth And
much, much more. Find out about:The famous writer who was rejected by 36
publishers...The legendary CEO who was turned down by 217 investors... The
iconic animator who was fired for having no imagination...And more...They all
made it, and you can too.You CAN attain the success you crave. Scroll back up
to the top, download Billionaires Bible, and start walking the path to a better
life today.
Provides insight into the lost history of the Giza Plateau and how Temple
priests of the Great Pyramid preserved the evidence of life beyond death.
BUSINESS SECRETS FROM THE BIBLE Still looking for an awesome gift?
Then you must get this BUSINESS SECRETS FROM THE BIBLE. Perfect gift
for men, women, especially your dad, mom, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, friends
or grandparents to celebrate their anniversary. Great gift to write bright ideas
and happiness reminders, to-do lists and meeting planner, as well as take
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notes, or just have fun and get creative gift ideas for you, your family or
friends that match your rule BUSINESS SECRETS FROM THE BIBLE
Features: Unique design Can be used as diary, diary, notebook and sketchbook
109 discarded pages of lined paper High quality paper Perfect for gel, pen, ink,
marker or pencils. 6 x 9 in dimensions; Portable size for school, home or travel
Printed on white paper
A revised Second Edition of the book that shows you how to use Bible-based
leadership principles to improve business performance In How to Run Your
Business by THE BOOK, famed leadership guru Dave Anderson reveals
biblical lessons to help transform the people, culture, and results of your
business. Not only will you master timeless business principles based on the
world's bestselling book, you'll build a foundation for your business that leads
to long-term success. It's a refreshing return to commonsense business basics,
based on leadership lessons peppered throughout the Good Book. You'll read
what the bible has to say about hiring and training people, managing money,
creating a leadership vision, achieving ambitious goals, and much more. This
new Second Edition features a new introduction that includes letters from
readers about their success using these principles, a new chapter on leading
through crisis, and bonus sections at the end of each chapter that offer new
and expanded insights on these powerful leadership principles. Includes
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practical, proven business guidance gleaned from the Bible Features smart
business guidance like the High-Five Principles for elevating your people
skills, Four Mandates to Maximize Your Time, and How to Overcome the
Number One Cause of Management Failure Fully updated with a new
Introduction, new section chapter conclusions that help you follow through on
each chapter's principle, and an entirely new chapter on crisis leadership Dave
Anderson is also the author of Up Your Business!, If You Don't Make Waves,
You'll Drown, How to Deal with Difficult Customers, and How to Lead by THE
BOOK Best of all, you don't need to be familiar with the Bible to profit from
these wise and timeless principles. All you need is a heart open to biblical
wisdom and a willingness to lead with courage.
Lessons from the #1 Bestseller of All Time
Doing Business by the Good Book
The 25 Biblical Laws of Success
Achieving Financial Height, and Accessing Heaven's Treasures
Most Treasured of All
The Secret in the Bible
Unlocking and Activating Your God Given Potential
In this powerful mini-handbook Bishop Sinegal brings revelation and insight to walking in
financial integrity as it relates to scriptural giving. Bishop breaks the back of the misconception
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of the tithe, frees the believer from tithing under the law, and teaches Kingdom principles for a
better covenant especially as it relates to giving. This book will release the Kingdom Citizen
from fear concerning giving and produce the spirit of mature sons. Malachi 1:6 says if He be
our father, He is owed honor. That is the substratum of every principle of Kingdom giving,
HONOR. The law is a school master or governor for the immature babe; however for mature
sons the Holy Ghost becomes the governor.
Update 07/31/2017 Eph 4:11-12 "And He gave some as apostles, and some as prophets, and
some as evangelists, and some as pastors and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the
work of service, to the building up of the body of Christ:" "Ephesians 1:11 says it's in Christ that
we found what we are living for. Jesus gave his life so we could live the glorious plan He has
for each of us! So then why would we not think to ask how Jesus how to do business? Kevin
Cullis did and managed to pack some of those insights into a powerful reminder that long
before you and I were born, God planned this moment. He longs for each of us to know why he
created us and the plans He has for us, including our businesses! Thank you Kevin for this
much needed reminder." Stephanie Riggs - Award-winning Journalist and TV News Anchor
"I'm not sure how some in the Church have found a way to equate business and profitability to
something sinful, but it couldn't be further from the truth. God is creative, and He has given us
the ability to create so that we may prosper. After all, it takes resources to responsibly care for
yourself and your family, let alone feed the hungry and clothe the naked. In this book, Kevin
Cullis shares what the Bible really says about doing business, making money and making it all
work for God's glory." Joel Comm, New York Times Best-Selling Author Cullis helps you to
light your lamp, then makes it shine bright for the benefit of God and others. Among the many
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things you'll learn: Jesus was a successful Jewish businessman for nearly two decades! You
can know the will of God, He's already given you a powerful hint. Like an angel investor on
earth, God is YOUR Heavenly Angel Investor! Jesus examines a business and the largest
currency of His day-together. How to prepare, struggle, survive, and thrive in your business.
How God blesses you, your family, and others based on what you do. And much, much more!
HWJDB How Would Jesus Do Business? sparks your God-designed talents for His glory, His
rewards, and His eternal recognition for all of your fruitful good works. Start where you are with
what God has given you. Do it!
Yes you can understand the Bible! Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book
of the Bible takes the mystery and confusion out of the Bible and makes God's Word come
alive with new insights and a fresh excitement that will have you searching for more. Dr.
Richard Booker unveils the mysteries and secrets of the Bible by explaining its master theme,
and then reveals a simple plan so you can discover God's personal revelation for yourself.
John Edmund Haggai, founder and president of the Haggai Institute for Advanced Leadership
Training, says the Bible's instruction for success often contrasts sharply with the world's
advice—and it is this difference that makes all the difference for those who follow it. With clear
steps, Scripture references, and encouraging examples, Dr. Haggai presents 13 profound
principles based on God's Word that lead each reader to a radically different, eternal approach
to true success and fulfillment: Beware the team of one. Believe you can because you know
you can't. Enjoy failures—they're good for you. Keep it simple. Be famous for being good. This
practical, biblical, and thoughtful guide will inspire readers at every stage of life and in all
vocations and occupations to walk in God's will toward great things and godly legacies.
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Ten Commandments for Making Money
Guide to Financial Integrity in Giving
America's Real War
A Biblical Blueprint to Bless Your Business
Bible Based Businesses
H-I
Hwjdb How Would Jesus Do Business?

Many daily devotionals are in very small, bite-sized installments that you can read in
three minutes or less. This may be very appropriate for people who are always on the
go, and are doing so at God's leading. But such tiny tidbits, while they may be very
good and very true, are still pretty small, and as such, have insufficient room to get very
deep. As such, they are barely spiritual hors d'oeuvres, let alone a hearty spiritual meal
of "strong meat." If you have a bit more time, this devotional is a good alternative. It
goes into greater depth and breadth in the Scriptural support and elaboration. You may
notice that the list of Scripture references at the bottom of each day's entry is longer
than you have seen in other daily devotionals. This is deliberate: You'll be blessed if
you read all the Scriptures for each day's devotional, even if two or three passages
seem to say the same thing-when the Bible makes similar statements but expresses
them slightly differently, the various nuances of meaning are significant and
enlightening; they are not merely accidental. There is amazing depth in the Scriptures. .
.
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As one of the most comprehensive books on spirituality ever written Everything You
Need To Know to Get To Heaven answers all of life's major questions, and more! Gary
J. McDonald successfully merges spirituality with religion, science, and new age
concepts into one easy to understand book. Everything You Need To Know to Get To
Heaven decodes the Holy Bible's New Testament, redefines the Holy Trinity in a new
and enlightening manner and provides convincing arguments for the evolution of
consciousness, the big bang, and Darwin's "missing link." Revealed within this book is
the secret behind the ominous 2012 prophecy as prophesized by Edgar Cayce,
Nostradamus, the Hopi elders, and the Mayans. The mysteries behind God's universal
laws, karma, Original Sin, Adam and Eve, the Garden of Eden, heaven and hell, angels
and devils, life after death, dreams, out-of-body-travel, soul mates and twin flames,
chakras, quantum theory, guidelines for a successful marriage, spiritual contracts and
the final judgment are revealed in this spectacular nonfiction work. As a Licensed
Professional Counselor, the author further discloses simple but effective ways in which
to make positive changes in your life now.
An indispensable volume that shows how to succeed in business by using the Bible and
its lessons as a source of inspiration and guidance n 1990, David L. Steward founded
his company, Worldwide Technology, Inc., on a shoestring budget and borrowed
money, well aware of the high-risk nature of the venture he was undertaking. Despite
the fact that he was a novice entrepreneur, he was certain he would succeed. Steward
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believed intensely that God wouldn't let him down. Doing Business by the Good Book
shares the inspiring lessons culled straight from the Bible, that Steward used to build
his privately held billion-dollar company into a global information technology enterprise.
Offers advice on personal finance and creating wealth based on the principles of
Jewish tradition.
The Gospels and Acts Book 2
The Door Is Open
The Panhandling Bible
Bible Study Guides and Copywork Book - (St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John
and the Book of Acts) - Memorize the Bible: Bible Study Guides and Copywork Book (St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John and the Book of Acts) - Memorize the Bible
Spiritual Success Strategies for Financial Abundance
The Believer's Journey to a Faithful, Generous, and Financially Free Life
Biblical Studies A to Z, Book 5
Possess the Land: The Believer's Guide to Home Buying parallels the journey that the Children of
Israel took with the journey of home buying. This step by step guide will teach you how to apply
biblical principles to conquer the giants that have inhabited your promised land, increase your
credit scores, decrease debt, and grow your savings account so that you can walk in the authority
of God and receive the property that He has promised you.
Benjamin Sapir reveals the Ancient magical and miraculous secrets that God shared with Moses
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that enabled him to access and to unleash the hidden miraculous power within Creation. Through
insightful exploration, meaningful prayers and adjurations, and empowering exercises, MONEY
MIRACLES will transform your lives with the power to lead yourself from financial hardship to
financial freedom with wealth and abundance. You will appreciate the ancient power of the
Biblical narrative about Moses and the magic and miracles needed to liberate humanity from all
forms and sources of financial hardship, from the oppression of the Ancient Egyptians to modern
consumer debt. Through learning about God's power and commitment to ensure all Creation can
experience its miraculous, boundless abundance, you will have a new experience with how to
generate miracles to transform your personal and professional financial opportunities.Benjamin
Sapir is a spiritual scholar and teacher who studied ancient biblical mysticism with scholars from
Princeton, Hebrew University, Oxford, and University of St. Andrews.
Sacred Jewish texts such as the Torah and the Kabbalah have long been con-sid-ered repositories
of some of the greatest wisdom ever assembled. Yet only the smartest and most successful
business professionals take advantage of these powerful collections of advice. Using real-world
business situations as illustrative examples, this book reveals a four-thousand-year-old blueprint
for success.Readers will find practical insights on: conquering fear - harnessing will power removing ego from the equation - mas-tering negotiation techniques - dealing with failure utilizing spiritual entre-preneurship - harvesting the power of positivity - and finding the right
balance of character traits to succeed in any career or business ventureThe ancient Jewish
writings contain a breadth of knowledge anyone can use, in business and in life. This enlightening
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and practical guide gives readers the direction they need to make it work for them
This book THE BIBLE WEALTHIEST MEN AND THEIR SECRETS is a compilation of the
wealthiest men in the Bible and the secret behind their wealth, and how we can also do what they
did to achieve great wealth. God wants His children wealthy, but it is not automatic because one
is a child of God, or because one prays yes! Prayer is not a guarantee for divine wealth. There is a
principle that these men followed that made them become very wealthy. The Bible recorded that
Job even became the richest man in the entire east in his time, Solomon became the wealthiest
man that has ever existed (world richest man), Abraham have fleets of heavy cars, that he has to
release fleets of his heavy cars in convoy to his servant to go for marriage introduction of his son
Isaac.
The Money Bible
Business Secrets from the Bible
Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the Bible
Thou Shall Prosper
Success Secrets of the Bible
Billionaires Bible
Bible Secrets for Startups and Entrepreneurs

"A wondrous, sparkling fusion of wisdom and insight." - Patricia
Santhuff What do the wonderful myths of ancient Greece, the beautiful
stories in the Bible and Qur'an, and all the sacred stories from
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traditions around the world, have in common? They open our hearts to
wonder, mystery, passion, and joy. I know, on the outside these stories
seem very different, confusing, conflicting, and often violent and
divisive. But when read symbolically and internally, they are all telling
the same story. They show us the path of spiritual awakening and
enlightenment. Sometimes the story is called "Returning to the
Promised Land." Sometimes it's called "Seeking the Holy Grail."
Sometimes it's called "Persephone's Return to Olympus." But whatever
it's called, the inner meaning and purpose is always the same. The
stories are all a call to awaken, to live passionately and consciously,
and to enter the door that leads to enlightenment and communion with
the divine. The door is always open. The light is always ready to
receive us. But we have to learn how to tread the path! Fortunately,
that's what all the sacred stories are really about. THE DOOR IS OPEN
uncovers the 7 Universal Steps that are found within the symbols and
allegories of all great mythology and scripture. Each chapter ends with
a series of practical and enjoyable spiritual exercises and activities.
You can do this work on your own, or together with a group. It could be
a church or synagogue group, a book club, a classroom, or any group
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of friends who want to get together and expand their spiritual horizons.
There is a tug of war going on for the future of America. At one end of
the rope are those who think America is a secular nation; at the other
end are those who believe religion is at the root of our country's
foundation. In this paperback release of the thought-provoking
America's Real War, renowned leader and speaker Rabbi Daniel Lapin
encourages America to re-embrace the Judeo-Christian values on which
our nation was founded, and logically demonstrates why those values
are crucial to America's strength in the new millennium.
Thousands of years ago, God spoke to us through the Bible with
timeless advice on a better life. Today, science has come to the
independent conclusion that the Biblical lifestyle was far healthier than
our modern lifestyle. Today, millions of good Christians suffer
unnecessarily with poor health and die prematurely. Why? Because we
are not following the basic principles of health that are taught in the
Bible. In this landmark book, an internationally respected Christian
nutritionist extracts from the Bible: superfoods with extraordinary
healing properties; the need for detoxification and how to do it; value
of herbs in healing; importance of proper breath and water intake;
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exercises to tone the body; techniques for spiritual strengthening and
stress reduction. Also included are the A, B, Cs of healing; a concise
guide to using vitamins, minerals, herbs, and other nutrition
supplements for specific ailments; a directory of foods and their
healing properties; and much more.
The Bible provides ancient wisdom and values that can lead to a life of
great success today. After years of biblical study and personal
experience, William Douglas and Rubens Teixeira have identified
twenty-five key principles that are of central importance to the pursuit
of a successful career and life. In this practical and powerful book,
readers will learn - twenty-five biblical laws of success - cures for seven
sins that block success - what Solomon teaches in Proverbs about
professional accomplishments - the mindset that encourages personal
development - ten personal virtues coveted by the market - how to
have money and success with harmony and balance in life Anyone who
wants to succeed in a career or business will benefit from The 25
Biblical Laws of Success.
Everything the Bible Says About Money
Jewish Wisdom for Business Success: Lessons for the Torah and Other
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Ancient Texts
Possess the Land
Hearing from God
Money Miracles
Healing Secrets from the Bible
Decoding the Bible - the Secret Behind 2012
How to use Bible-based leadership principles to improve business performance
In How to Run Your Business by THE BOOK, famed leadership guru Dave
Anderson reveals biblical lessons to help transform the people, culture, and
results of your business. Not only will you master timeless business principles
based on the world's bestselling book, you'll build a foundation for your business
that leads to long-term success. This is a refreshing return to commonsense
business basics, based on leadership lessons peppered throughout the Good
Book. In these turbulent times, quality leadership is the key to surviving and
thriving in the business world. You'll learn what the Bible has to say about hiring
and training people, managing money, creating a leadership vision, balancing
work and life, and achieving your most ambitious business goals. Includes
practical, proven business guidance gleaned from the Bible Features smart
business guidance like the Ten Commandments for elevating your people skills
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Shows you four vital steps for creating a tough-love culture of accountability Dave
Anderson is also the author of Up Your Business!, If You Don't Make Waves,
You'll Drown and How to Deal with Difficult Customers Best of all, you don't need
to be familiar with the Bible to profit from these wise and timeless principles. All
you need is a heart open to biblical wisdom and a willingness to lead with
courage.
Discover the wonder of a life with God you can't contain. The pages of scripture
are full of ordinary people who walked with God as he poured himself out through
them to a world in need. What if God never changed? What if he is still speaking
to us and longing to work miraculously through us? What if it isn't a matter of
more training or effort but simply receiving and releasing everything he already
purchased? "Life in the Overflow" invites you to know God intimately as your
Daddy in a way that spills out of you naturally. Filled with disarming honesty and
fervent expectation, this book mirrors a reflection of who you are, who your God
is and what he actually longs to do through "ordinary, messy kids" today!
The Gospels and Acts are composed of writings from St. Matthew, St. Mark, St.
Luke, St. John and the Book of Acts. The purpose of which is to give you the
spiritual lens that will enable you to see clearly what you fail to see using your
physical lens. As you read this collection, try to see the three spiritual themes to
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it. Get a copy today.
This book is laden with POWERFUL PRECIOUS DECLARATIONS which can be
taken [applied] like medicine. SPEAK it as prescribed several times a day over
situations, crisis, circumstances, challenges, turmoil, doubt, fear, sickness and so
on. God spoke everything into being & we are made in his image, hence we also
have the power to DECREE, DECLARE & ORDAIN and supernaturally take
charge by SPEAKING OVER everything or anything facing us. All we need do is
believe! This book is for those willing and ready to take charge of their lives, their
living and be TRANSFORMED through the POWERFUL declaration of SPOKEN
words! This book will set you free in the name of Jesus. All you have to do is
believe!
Ancient Biblical Secrets of Moses for Wealth and Success
Make $100,000 a Year As a Beggar!
The Business Bible
Biblical Secrets of Success
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